**PROVISIONAL VOTERS APPEARING TO VOTER REGISTRAR DURING CURE PERIOD**

Columns 1-5 and 7 to be completed by Voter Registrar. Column 6 to be completed by Voter (if applicable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Printed Name of Voter as it appears on the Official List of Registered Voters</th>
<th>2. Name of Voter as it appears on the Document Presented (If applicable, Voter must complete Similar Name Affidavit in Column 6)</th>
<th>3. Document Presented (Please use Code # from instruction page)</th>
<th>4. VUID Number (if available)</th>
<th>5. Date Document Presented</th>
<th>6. Similar Name Affidavit.* (Voter initials, if applicable)</th>
<th>7. Initials of Voter Registrar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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*If it is determined that the name on the documentation provided under Sections 63.0101 and 65.0541(a)(1) of the Texas Election Code does not exactly match but is substantially similar to my name as it appears on the official list of registered voters, by initialing the column labeled “Similar Name Affidavit,” in the row corresponding to my name, I swear and affirm I am one and the same person named on the identification provided.

*Si se determina que el nombre en el documento provisto bajo las Secciones 63.0101 y 65.0541(a)(1) del Código Electoral de Texas no coincide exactamente pero es substancialmente similar a mi nombre tal como aparece en la lista de votantes registrados, al colacar mis iniciales en el cuadro marcado “Declaración Jurada de Nombre Similar,” en la fila correspondiente a mi nombre, yo juro y afirmo que soy uno y el mismo como la persona nombrada en la identificación proporcionada.

To be completed by Voter Registrar: Date of Election: ___________________________ Deadline to Cure: ___________________________

See instructions on reverse side
Instructions for Voter Registrar:

A. Add Date of Election and Deadline to Cure at bottom of form.
B. In Column 1, print the name of the voter as it appears on the official list of registered voters.
C. In Column 2, print the name of the voter as it appears on the presented acceptable form of photo ID, or, if the voter does not possess and cannot reasonably obtain an acceptable form of photo ID, the supporting document presented in connection with the Reasonable Impediment Declaration, or, if the voter qualifies, the relevant exemption document (including, if the voter already has a disability exemption, the voter registration certificate with an “(E)” notation on it). If the voter’s name on list of registered voters and on the acceptable form of photo ID or supporting document presented in connection with the execution of a Reasonable Impediment Declaration (if applicable) do not match, determine if the names are substantially similar. If so, have voter initial Column 7. If too dissimilar, indicate code 11 in Column 3. See instructions D and G, below.
D. In Column 3, list the applicable number code as follows to indicate the form of acceptable photo ID presented, Reasonable Impediment Declaration executed (if applicable), exemption form executed (if applicable) (or, if the voter already has a disability exemption, voter registration certificate with an “(E)” notation after the VUID number on the voter’s voter registration certificate), or no acceptable photo ID or exemption provided:
   1. Texas Driver License issued by the Department of Public Safety (“DPS”);
   2. Texas Election Identification Certificate issued by DPS;
   3. Texas Personal Identification Card issued by DPS;
   4. Texas Handgun License issued by DPS;
   5. United States Military Identification Card containing the person’s photograph;
   6. United States Citizenship Certificate containing the person’s photograph;
   7. United States Passport (book or card);
   8. Disability Exemption Form (documentation evidencing disability must also be submitted), or voter registration certificate with an “(E)” notation after the VUID number on the voter’s voter registration certificate);
   9. Religious Exemption Form;
   10. Natural Disaster Exemption Form; or
   11. Acceptable photo ID not provided, Reasonable Impediment Declaration procedure not completed, or no exemption documentation provided.
   12. Reasonable Impediment Declaration and copy or original of one of the following supporting documents: (1) a government document that shows the voter’s name and an address, including the voter’s voter registration certificate; (2) current utility bill; (3) bank statement; (4) government check; (5) paycheck; or (6) (a) a certified domestic (from a U.S. state or territory) birth certificate or (b) a document confirming birth admissible in a court of law which establishes the voter’s identity (which may include a foreign birth document).

NOTES:
- With the exception of the U.S. Citizenship Certificate, an acceptable form of photo identification listed for number codes 1-7 must be current or, for voters aged 18-69, have expired no more than 4 years before being presented for voter qualification. A person 70 years of age or older may use an acceptable form of identification listed for number codes 1-7 that has expired if the identification is otherwise valid.
- The address on the acceptable form of photo identification or supporting document (if applicable) and the address on the list of registered voters do not have to match.
- The forms referenced in codes 8-10 must be provided at the Voter Registrar’s office.
E. In Column 4, place the voter’s VUID number in the column, if it is available.
F. In Column 5, list the date on which the acceptable form of photo identification was presented, the Reasonable Impediment Declaration was executed and the supporting document presented (if applicable), or the exemption document was executed or presented (if applicable).
G. Have voter initial Column 6, “Similar Name Affidavit,” if Voter Registrar determines that the voter’s name on the acceptable form of photo identification listed for number codes 1-7, or, if applicable, the supporting document listed for number code 12 and presented in connection with the execution of a Reasonable Impediment Declaration, is substantially similar to but does not match exactly with the name as it appears on the official list of registered voters (see instruction C).
H. Voter Registrar must initial Column 7 to confirm appearance of voter, information written in Columns 1-5, and, if applicable, voter’s completion of Similar Name Affidavit (voter initials Column 6, see instructions C and G).